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The Journal of the Order of Buddhist Contemplatives 1993
An Introduction to Mahayana Buddhism William Montgomery McGovern 1922
The Life of Buddha on the Stūpa of Barabudur Nicolaas Johannes Krom 1926
Mahabharata Books Ten and Eleven 2009-10-31 This work gives voice to the vanquished, to the psychology of
loss and the conflicting desires for understanding and revenge.
The Clay Sanskrit Library: Religion Clay Sanskrit Library 2009-11-09 Religion A diverse set, the religion set
includes works from the biographical narratives of Buddha and stories of his past rebirths, to the lyrical account
of love affair between gods, to a play that satirized religions to make a laughingstock of their followers and
their tenets. Included in this set: The Epitome of Queen Lilávati By Jina·ratna. Edited and translated by
Richard Fynes. Volume 1 543 pages / 978-0-8147-2741-6 The Epitome of Queen Lilávati Volume 2 By
Jina·ratna. Edited and translated by Richard Fynes. 650 pages / 978-0-8147-2742-3 Garland of the Buddha’s Past
Lives Volume 1 By Arya·shura. Translated by Justin Meiland. 550 pages / 978-0-8147-9581-1 Garland of the
Buddha’s Past Lives Volume 2 By Arya·shura. Translated by Justin Meiland. 543 pages / 978-0-8147-9583-5
Gita·govínda: Love Songs of Radha and Krishna By Jaya·deva. Translated by Lee Siegel. 200 pages /
978-0-8147-4078-1 Handsome Nanda By Ashva·ghosha. Translated by Linda Covill. 392 pages /
978-0-8147-1683-0 Heavenly Exploits: Buddhist Biographies from the Dívyavadána Edited and translated by
Joel Tatelman. 444 pages / 978-0-8147-8288-0 “How the Nagas Were Pleased” & “The Shattered Thighs” By
Harsha and Bhasa. Translated by Andrew Skilton. 350 pages / 978-0-8147-4066-8 Life of the Buddha By
Ashva·ghosha. Translated by Patrick Olivelle 561 pages / 978-0-8147-6216-5 Much Ado about Religion By
Bhatta Jayánta. Edited and translated by Csaba Dezsö. 320 pages / 978-0-8147-1979-4
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Living Ethically Sangharakshita 2012-06-30 In a world of increasingly confused ethics, Living Ethically looks
back over the centuries for guidance from Nagarjuna, one of the greatest teachers of the Mahayana tradition.
Drawing on the themes of Nagarjuna's famous scripture, Precious Garland of Advice for a King, this book
explores the relationship between an ethical lifestyle and the development of wisdom. Covering both personal
and collective ethics, Sangharakshita considers such enduring themes as pride, power and business, as well as
friendship, love and generosity.
The Social Life of Tibetan Biography Amy Holmes-Tagchungdarpa 2014-07-30 The Social Life of Tibetan
Biography outlines the growth of the Buddhist tradition of the Tibetan teacher Tokden Shakya Shri
(1853–1919) through charting his biographical tradition and its influence on the development of his
community. Tokden Shakya Shri’s tradition is an important exemplar of interpersonal exchange on the
margins between East and South Asia, connections between text and social community, and the diversity of
Tibetan Buddhist practice and institutional forms at the turn of the twentieth century.
Dreloma 1986
Jatakamala 2018 The Jatakamala or Garland of Birth Stories by Aryasura retells in Classical Sanskrit 34 of the
Buddha's previous lives, illustrating the virtues he pursued during the time he was striving in previous births
before attaining Awakening. The text was beautifully translated by the Dutch scholar J S Speyer and
published in 1895 as the first book in the Sacred Books of the Buddhists series. The "Garland of Birth-stories"
belongs to the Canon of the Northern Buddhists. An English translation of this famous collection of Jataka
stories, including one not found in the Pali collection (with an embedded reading of the text). The book first
published in1895.
Reincarnation in Tibetan Buddhism Ruth Gamble 2018-07-09 Reincarnation in Tibetan Buddhism examines
how the third Karmapa hierarch, Rangjung Dorjé (1284-1339) transformed reincarnation from a belief into a
lasting Tibetan institution. Born the son of an itinerant, low-caste potter, Rangjung Dorjé went on to become a
foundational figure in Tibetan Buddhism and a teacher of the last Mongolian emperor. He became renowned
for his contributions to Buddhist philosophy, literature, astrology, medicine, architecture, sacred geography and
manuscript production. But, as Ruth Gamble demonstrates, his most important legacy was the transformation of
the Karmapa reincarnation lineage to ensure that, after his death, subsequent Karmapas were able to assume
power in the religious institutions he had led. The inheritance model of reincarnation instituted by Rangjung
Dorjé changed the Tibetan Plateau's power relations, which until that time had been based on family
associations, and created a precedent for later reincarnate institutions, including that of the Dalai Lamas.
Drawing on Rangjung Dorjé's hitherto un-translated autobiographies and autobiographical songs, this book
shows that his reinvention of reincarnation was a self-conscious and multi-faceted project, made possible by
Rangjung Dorjé's cultural, social, and political standing and specific historical and geographical circumstances.
Exploring this combination of agency and historical coincidence, this is the first full-length study of the
development of the reincarnation institution.
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Garland of the Buddha’s Past Lives (Volume 1) Aryashura 2009-04-01 The Garland of Past Lives is a collection
of thirty four stories depicting the miraculous deeds performed by the Buddha in his previous rebirths.
Composed in the fourth century C.E. by the Buddhist monk Aryashura, the text’s accomplished artistry led
Indian aesthetic theorists to praise its elegant mixture of verse and prose. The twenty stories in this first
volume deal primarily with the virtues of giving and morality. Ascetics sacrifice their lives for hungry tigers,
kings open their veins for demons to drink their blood, helmsmen steer their crew through perilous seas, and
quail chicks quench forest fires by proclaiming words of truth. The experience is intended to arouse
astonishment in the audience, inspiring devotion, through the future Buddha’s transcendence of conventional
norms in his quest to acquire enlightenment and save the world from suffering. The importance of such stories
of past lives in traditional Buddhist culture, throughout Asia and up to today, cannot be overestimated.
Inseparable across Lifetimes Namtrul Jigme Phuntsok 2019-02-26 Winner of a 2021 Kayden Translation
Award A true story of love, separation, and rediscovery in a time of cultural and spiritual upheaval in Tibet.
An inspiring and intimate tale set against the turmoil of recent Tibetan history, Inseparable across Lifetimes
offers for the first time the translations of love letters between two modern Buddhist visionaries. The letters
are poetic, affectionate, and prophetic, articulating a hopeful vision of renewal that drew on their past lives
together and led to their twenty-year partnership. This couple played a significant role in restoring Buddhism
in the region of Golok once China’s revolutionary fervor gave way to reform. Holly Gayley, who was given
their correspondence by Namtrul Rinpoche himself, has translated their lives and letters in order to share their
remarkable story with the world.
Buddhist Scriptures Donald Lopez 2004-03-25 While Buddhism has no central text such as the Bible or the
Koran, there is a powerful body of scripture from across Asia that encompasses the dharma, or the teachings of
Buddha. This rich anthology brings together works from a broad historical and geographical range, and from
languages such as Pali, Sanskrit, Tibetan, Chinese and Japanese. There are tales of the Buddha's past lives, a
discussion of the qualities and qualifications of a monk, and an exploration of the many meanings of
Enlightenment. Together they provide a vivid picture of the Buddha and of the vast nature of the Buddhist
tradition.
The Flower Ornament Scripture Thomas Cleary 1993-10-12 Known in Chinese as Hua-yen and in Japanese as
Kegon-kyo, the Avatamsaka Sutra, or Flower Ornament Scripture, is held in the highest regard and studied by
Buddhists of all traditions. Through its structure and symbolism, as well as through its concisely stated
principles, it conveys a vast range of Buddhist teachings. This one-volume edition contains Thomas Cleary's
definitive translation of all thirty-nine books of the sutra, along with an introduction, a glossary, and Cleary's
translation of Li Tongxuan's seventh-century guide to the final book, the Gandavyuha, "Entry into the Realm
of Reality."
Mahabharata Book Six (Volume 2) 2008 V.1. "'Bhishma, ' the sixth book of the eighteen-book epic
"Maha·bhárata," narrates the first ten days of the great war between the Káuravas and the Pándavas. This first
volume covers four days from the beginning of the great battle and includes the famous "Bhagavad Gita"
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("Song of the Lord"), presented here within its original epic context. In this "bible" of Indian civilisation the
charioteer Krishna empowers his disciple Árjuna to resolve his personal dilemma: whether to follow his
righteous duty as a warrior and slay his opponent relatives in the just battle, or to abstain from fighting and
renounce the warrior code to which he is born. The "Gita" culmintates in Krishna's theophany, when he
reveals himself in the horrendous form of Death as the all-devouring fire of Time, a manifestation famously
echoed by Oppenheimer when he witnessed the first atom bomb exploding.

Borobudur Caesar Voûte 2008 Borobudur Was Constructed In Indonesia During The Eighth Century As A
Guide To The Noble Path Of The Buddha. Though The Western World Discovered This Sacred Place Almost
200 Years Ago, It Remains Seated In Its Enigmatic Depth. This Book Is A Catalyst And Invites Adventurous
Minds To Find New Directions By Bringing Into Focus The Vast Universe Of The Borobudur.
Bhatti’s Poem: The Death of Ravana 2016-10-01 To the dry bones of grammar Bhatti gave juicy flesh in his
poem, telling the greatest Indian story in elegant Sanskrit. Composed in the fourth century CE, in South India,
”Bhatti’s Poem: The Death of Rávana” is both a poetic retelling of Rama’s adventures, and a compendium of
grammatical and rhetorical examples for students. Bhatti’s study aid to Pánini’s groundbreaking grammatical
treatise, the “Eight Books,” gives examples disguised as the gripping, morally improving “Ramáyana” story. In
Bhatti’s own words: “This composition is a lamp to those whose eyes have language as their goal.” Tradition has
it that an elephant ambled between Bhatti and his pupils, interrupting their outdoors grammar class. By Hindu
law this intrusion canceled class for a year. Lest time be lost, Bhatti composed his poem to teach grammar
without textbooks. Ever since, “The Death of Rávana” has been one of the most popular poems in Sanskrit
literature.

The Buddhist World John Powers 2015-10-05 The Buddhist World joins a series of books on the world’s great
religions and cultures, offering a lively and up-to-date survey of Buddhist studies for students and scholars
alike. It explores regional varieties of Buddhism and core topics including buddha-nature, ritual, and
pilgrimage. In addition to historical and geo-political views of Buddhism, the volume features thematic
chapters on philosophical concepts such as ethics, as well as social constructs and categories such as community
and family. The book also addresses lived Buddhism in its many forms, examining the ways in which
modernity is reshaping traditional structures, ancient doctrines, and cosmological beliefs.
The Tibetan Dhammapada Gareth Sparham 1983
Garland of the Buddha’s Past Lives (Volume 1) Aryashura 2017-04-01 The Garland of Past Lives is a collection
of thirty four stories depicting the miraculous deeds performed by the Buddha in his previous rebirths.
Composed in the fourth century C.E. by the Buddhist monk Aryashura, the text’s accomplished artistry led
Indian aesthetic theorists to praise its elegant mixture of verse and prose. The twenty stories in this first
volume deal primarily with the virtues of giving and morality. Ascetics sacrifice their lives for hungry tigers,
kings open their veins for demons to drink their blood, helmsmen steer their crew through perilous seas, and
quail chicks quench forest fires by proclaiming words of truth. The experience is intended to arouse
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astonishment in the audience, inspiring devotion, through the future Buddha’s transcendence of conventional
norms in his quest to acquire enlightenment and save the world from suffering. The importance of such stories
of past lives in traditional Buddhist culture, throughout Asia and up to today, cannot be overestimated.
Droṇa Vaughan Pilikian 2006 As evening falls, Arjuna journeys wearily back to camp and is greeted by the
ashen faces of his brothers. Before they speak, he guesses the worst. And the worst is right: his son is dead.
Arjuna is inconsolable. Insensible with rage, he vows to take revenge on the boy's killer's.
Asian Art in the Walters Art Gallery Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore, Md.) 1991
Past Lives of the Buddha Pierre Pichard 2008 Wat Si Chum is unique among Sukhothai temples. Inside, lining
the ceiling of a dark and narrow staircase that leads to an open roof, are 86 inscribed stone reliefs depicting
Jatakas, the former lives of Gotama Buddha. Their unique character and unusual arrangement have puzzled
generations of scholars.

Reincarnation in Tibetan Buddhism Ruth Gamble 2018-07-09 Reincarnation in Tibetan Buddhism examines
how the third Karmapa hierarch, Rangjung Dorjé (1284-1339) transformed reincarnation from a belief into a
lasting Tibetan institution. Born the son of an itinerant, low-caste potter, Rangjung Dorjé went on to become a
foundational figure in Tibetan Buddhism and a teacher of the last Mongolian emperor. He became renowned
for his contributions to Buddhist philosophy, literature, astrology, medicine, architecture, sacred geography and
manuscript production. But, as Ruth Gamble demonstrates, his most important legacy was the transformation of
the Karmapa reincarnation lineage to ensure that, after his death, subsequent Karmapas were able to assume
power in the religious institutions he had led. The inheritance model of reincarnation instituted by Rangjung
Dorjé changed the Tibetan Plateau's power relations, which until that time had been based on family
associations, and created a precedent for later reincarnate institutions, including that of the Dalai Lamas.
Drawing on Rangjung Dorjé's hitherto un-translated autobiographies and autobiographical songs, this book
shows that his reinvention of reincarnation was a self-conscious and multi-faceted project, made possible by
Rangjung Dorjé's cultural, social, and political standing and specific historical and geographical circumstances.
Exploring this combination of agency and historical coincidence, this is the first full-length study of the
development of the reincarnation institution.

The Treasury of Knowledge: Books Nine and Ten Jamgon Kongtrul 2010-12-16 Jamgön Kongtrul's tenvolume Treasury of Knowledge is a unique, encyclopedic masterpiece embodying the entire range of
Buddhist teachings as they were preserved in Tibet. Tibetan Buddhist teachers expected their students to
study Buddhist philosophical texts as well as practice reflection and meditation; present-day students have also
realized that awakening has its source in study as well as in reflection and practice. Journey and Goal focuses
on the spiritual path—the journey and the resultant state of enlightenment to which it leads—the goal.
Extensively varied perspectives are offered not only from within the many schools of Buddhism but also from
the different levels of practice and attainment. This is in fact the most comprehensive treatment of these
themes to appear in the English language.
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Bhatti’s Poem: The Death of Ravana Bhaṭṭi 2009-04-01 To the dry bones of grammar Bhatti gave juicy flesh in
his poem, telling the greatest Indian story in elegant Sanskrit. Composed in the fourth century CE, in South
India, ”Bhatti’s Poem: The Death of Rávana” is both a poetic retelling of Rama’s adventures, and a compendium
of grammatical and rhetorical examples for students. Bhatti’s study aid to Pánini’s groundbreaking grammatical
treatise, the “Eight Books,” gives examples disguised as the gripping, morally improving “Ramáyana” story. In
Bhatti’s own words: “This composition is a lamp to those whose eyes have language as their goal.” Tradition has
it that an elephant ambled between Bhatti and his pupils, interrupting their outdoors grammar class. By Hindu
law this intrusion canceled class for a year. Lest time be lost, Bhatti composed his poem to teach grammar
without textbooks. Ever since, “The Death of Rávana” has been one of the most popular poems in Sanskrit
literature.
Encyclopedia of Buddhism Robert E. Buswell 2004 "Buddhism is one [of] the world's major religions with
influences reaching far beyond its origins in East Asia, yet it is surprising that it has taken so long for a
comprehensive reference source on this religion to appear. Macmillan's work covers not onl
Women in Early Indian Buddhism Alice Collett 2013-11 This volume is a broad-ranging comparative study
with translations of texts, sections of texts and textual fragments that are concerned with women in early
Indian Buddhism, including study of texts in Gandhari, Sanskrit, Pali, Chinese, Tibetan and Sinhala.

Seven Hundred Elegant Verses Govardhana 2009-10-31 When Go·várdhana composed his "Seven Hundred
Elegant Verses" in Sanskrit in the twelfth century CE, the title suggested that this was a response to the 700
verses in the more demotic Prakrit language traditionally attributed to King Hala, composed almost a thousand
years earlier. Both sets of poems were composed in the arya metre. Besides being the name of a metre, in
Sanskrit arya means a noble or elegant lady, and Go·várdhana wished to reflect and appeal to a sophisticated
culture. These poems each consist of a single stanza, almost as condensed and allusive as a Japanese haiku. They
cover the gamut of human life and emotion, though the favorite topic is love in all its aspects. Co-published by
New York University Press and the JJC Foundation For more on this title and other titles in the Clay Sanskrit
series, please visit http://www.claysanskritlibrary.org

Encyclopedia of Buddhism Damien Keown 2013-12-16 Reflects the current state of scholarship in Buddhist
Studies, its entries being written by specialists in many areas, presenting an accurate overview of Buddhist
history, thought and practices, most entries having cross-referencing to others and bibliographical references.
Contain around 1000 pages and 500,000 words, totalling around 1200 entries.
Sources of Mongolian Buddhism Vesna A. Wallace 2020-01-06 Despite Mongolia's centrality to East Asian
history and culture, Mongols themselves have often been seen as passive subjects on the edge of the Qing
formation or as obedient followers of so-called "Tibetan Buddhism," peripheral to major literary, religious, and
political developments. But in fact Mongolian Buddhists produced multi-lingual and genre-bending scholastic
and ritual works that profoundly shaped historical consciousness, community identification, religious
knowledge, and practices in Mongolian lands and beyond. In Sources of Mongolian Buddhism, a team of
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leading Mongolian scholars and authors have compiled a collection of original Mongolian Buddhist works-including ritual texts, poetic prayers and eulogies, legends, inscriptions, and poems--for the first time in any
European language.
Garland of the Buddha's Past Lives (Volume 2) Aryashura, 2017-04-01 In this second volume of the Garland of
Past Lives, Aryashura applies his elegant literary skill toward composing fourteen further stories that depict
the Buddha’s quest for enlightenment in his former lives. Here the perfection of forbearance becomes the
dominant theme, as the future Buddha suffers mutilations from the wicked and sacrifices himself for those he
seeks to save. Friendship, too, takes on central significance, with greed leading to treachery and enemies
transformed into friends through the transformative effect of the future Buddha’s miraculous virtue. The
setting for many such moral feats is the forest. Portrayed as home for the future Buddha in his lives as an
animal or ascetic, the peaceful harmony of this idyllic realm is often violently interrupted by intrusions from
human society. Only the future Buddha can resolve the ensuing conflict, influencing even kings, in the stories
but also throughout Asian history, to express wonder and devotion at the startling demonstrations of virtue
they encounter.
Korea Journal 1997
Cultures of Eschatology Veronika Wieser 2020-07-20 Apokalyptische Vorstellungen von Untergang und
Verheißung, von letzten Dingen und äußersten Wahrheiten, von Endgültigem und noch nie Dagewesenem
begleiten die europäische Kulturgeschichte seit mehr als 2000 Jahren. Die vorliegende Reihe
Kulturgeschichte der Apokalypse legt eine heterogene und interdisziplinäre Durchmessung des
Endzeitdenkens aus historisch-kulturwissenschaftlicher Perspektive vor. Sie betont die einzigartigen
Verhaftungen apokalyptischer Diskurse in jeweils zeitgenössischen, epistemischen, medialen und politischen
Kontexten und plädiert für den Mut zum Bruch – zum Bruch mit homogenen Lesarten, linearen
Denktraditionen und lediglich formalen Rückführungen auf einen apokalyptischen Ursprung. Dabei öffnet sie
den Blick in andere religiöse wie geographische Kontexte und lädt zum interdisziplinären Vergleich ein.
Garland of the Buddha's Past Lives (Volume 2) Aryashura 2009-10-31 In this second volume of the Garland of
Past Lives, Aryashura applies his elegant literary skill toward composing fourteen further stories that depict
the Buddha’s quest for enlightenment in his former lives. Here the perfection of forbearance becomes the
dominant theme, as the future Buddha suffers mutilations from the wicked and sacrifices himself for those he
seeks to save. Friendship, too, takes on central significance, with greed leading to treachery and enemies
transformed into friends through the transformative effect of the future Buddha’s miraculous virtue. The
setting for many such moral feats is the forest. Portrayed as home for the future Buddha in his lives as an
animal or ascetic, the peaceful harmony of this idyllic realm is often violently interrupted by intrusions from
human society. Only the future Buddha can resolve the ensuing conflict, influencing even kings, in the stories
but also throughout Asian history, to express wonder and devotion at the startling demonstrations of virtue
they encounter.
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Reincarnation Joel Bjorling 1996 First Published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
The Soka Gakkai Dictionary of Buddhism Sōka Gakkai 2002-11

2700

The Encyclopedia of the Novel 2014-02-11 Now available in a single volume paperback, this advanced
reference resource for the novel and novel theory offers authoritative accounts of the history, terminology,
and genre of the novel, in over 140 articles of 500-7,000 words. Entries explore the history and tradition of the
novel in different areas of the world; formal elements of the novel (story, plot, character, narrator); technical
aspects of the genre (such as realism, narrative structure and style); subgenres, including the bildungsroman
and the graphic novel; theoretical problems, such as definitions of the novel; book history; and the novel's
relationship to other arts and disciplines. The Encyclopedia is arranged in A-Z format and features entries from
an international cast of over 140 scholars, overseen by an advisory board of 37 leading specialists in the field,
making this the most authoritative reference resource available on the novel. This essential reference, now
available in an easy-to-use, fully indexed single volume paperback, will be a vital addition to the libraries of
literature students and scholars everywhere.
Garland of the Buddha's Past Lives Āryaśūra 2009
Handsome Nanda 2017-12-01 Nanda has it all: youth, money, good looks and a kittenish wife who fulfills his
sexual and emotional needs. He also has the Buddha, a dispassionate man of immense insight and selfcontainment, for an older brother. When Nanda is made a reluctant recruit to the Buddha's order of monks, he
is forced to confront his all-too-human enslavement to his erotic and romantic desires. Dating from the second
century CE, Ashva·ghosha’s Handsome Nanda portrays its hero’s spiritual makeover with compassion,
psychological profundity, and great poetic skill. Co-published by New York University Press and the JJC
Foundation For more on this title and other titles in the Clay Sanskrit series, please visit
http://www.claysanskritlibrary.org
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